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THE WORLD’S FAVOURITE CHARITY

- Since 1994

Children’s Halloween Spectacular
Games-Food-Fun
FEAR
FOR ANYONE THAT HAS BEEN LIVING
UNDER A ROCK –
We are holding a Halloween party this
Halloween! The party is on Halloween day
itself (the 31st) and is on from 2-4PM.

Who is brave enough to attend? The
Centre has long been haunted

NEWSTYLE NEWSLETTER
DAZZLES VOLUNTEERS
What’s your thoughts on the new
newsletter? Think you can do better?
Well? Do ya punk????
We thought it would be nice to jazz it
up a little and try to get it typed up
regularly.
Those amongst you that were born in
this century (which isn’t as funny as it
used to be) won’t know but there used
to be a newsletter called centre
matters, which old people always
lament over. So the volunteering
newsletter is expanding a little to
become a newsletter newsletter.
Newsletter.
If anyone wants to have a go writing it
or submit articles that would be fab!

The party is aimed at younger children and
will feature a haunted hallway experience
(complete with terrifying actors of course),
yummy food and Halloween esque party
games.
It’s free to attend - but must be booked! Our
hope is that less advantaged children will
be able to attend and have a spooky good
time.
Laurie Matthew, who works at The Centre
and is a self proclaimed Halloween expert
said –
“I don’t think anyone on the planet is brave
enough to complete the haunted hallway
AND go ducking/dunking/dooking for apples
all on the same night.”
Several people that we probably spoke to
said that they saw Miss Matthew’s words as
a probable challenge and that everyone
should probably go to the party because it
will probably be awesome.
We presume that the probably people will
probably see you all there.

Sad To Finish
as a worker

Excited To Start
As a volunteer!

18 PLUS recruits first
Volunteers
18 PLUS, a not new charity within The
Centre, was recently rejuvenated with a
new worker and management team.
Things are off to a really good start with
demand for support already growing and new
volunteers coming in to help meet this
demand.
Anyone interested in getting involved
should contact Ruiraidh (Sorry about the
spelling possibly).

Hannah doing what Hannah does best

Hannah’s job sadly came
to an end but she’s still
hanging around.
One of our younger employees job
recently ended.
Hannah has been with us over the last
few months assisting the work in the
evenings. Her job was only ever
temporary and her contract had ended
some weeks back but we kept her on
because of how good she is at pulling
silly faces.

Royalty Visits The Centre
Before it was cool to have
royalty visit your place
STOP THE PRESS!!!!
So we saw that a royal couple visited Dundee
this month! That’s kinda neat…
Yeeeaaaarrrssss ago we had a royal couple
visit us, whilst writing we can’t for the life of
us remember their names, but it was kinda a
big deal!
It’s very cute that all those other places
caught up with us today …
On a serious note we applaud any work to
shine a light on young people’s mental
health. Let’s hope this improves things.

Many of us were afraid of feeling utterly
lost without the familiar and reassuring
site of Hannah checking Facebook on
her phone and doing the Neigh Neigh
dance (is that how you spell it?).
Fortunately however she has decided
she can’t actually leave us! So will
still be around The Centre,
Facebooking and Neighing as a
volunteer.

Possibly the poshest posh picture of the
poshest posh people we’ve ever seen!

Amazing Art
Rediscovered at
The Centre

Wellbeing & Confidence
for all

A familiar set of notices have just been
re-noticed at The Centre.
The posters (notices) were made in the
early 80’s with the input of one the UK’s
first young women’s groups.
They are of high historical value and we
just discovered that 2 other originals are on
display in a London museum!
We’ve put them away in a safe place but if
there’s any interest we could look at doing
a wee workshop in The Centre exploring
the posters origins and messages.

Easter Retreat Mk11
Confirmed!
The retreat is on again next year!
Thanks to a generous donation by the BLE
SEED fund, arranged by the wonderful Ailsa,
we can almost afford to go again!
By almost we do of course mean there’s
gonna be some super fun fundraisers!
Yyaaayyyyy!!!
The last trip cost around £1500, the BLE
fund is £500. So there’s a little way to go!
Get your thinking caps and hiking/biking/
dancing/raising-money-however shoes on!

All of the organisations in The Centre have
begun to introduce a new method of
measuring the confidence and wellbeing of
staff and volunteers.
All new volunteers have begun the process
and we hope to have all volunteers and staff
members taking part by the end of this year.

